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LIQUID HARDENER, SEALER AND 
MOISTURE CURER APPLICATOR

A hugh floor treatment, suddenly 
becomes much easier, faster, and 
much more fun.
With AB Lindec©´s new applicator one can easily make big 
treatments in a very short time, with better results and to 
significantly less time and cost.
A small handy machine with large capacity with unique 
features. Battery operation, allows the machine to the «green 
choice» with no fume, emissions or cables. The operation state 
is estimated to about 2 hrs or to about 4000 m2 per battery 
charging. 
Lap-controlled flow pump that adjusts the consumption 
according to the walking speed to always provide the 
right amount of material consumption. By other words, the 
consumption are the same regardless walking speed. With a 
potentiometer, the material consumption are adjusted. If stop 
walking, or going backward the flow pump automatically stops 
running. With a leveler on the handle, you lift up the brush 
alternatively mop cloth from the floor, which also helps when 
you shall turn or operating in tight spaces. The machine has 
three different tools which can be used individually or together; 
sprayer, brush or sweeper cloth, everything depends on how 
you wants to do the treatment. The tools are between 115 and 
125 cm wide, which means that for each step you take you 
have been treated over one square meter.
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab 
lindec® has no control over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can 
in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.
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The machine can easily and quickly be folded and 
transported in a normal car, with the simple weight of 28 kg 
and with dimensions of 85 x 58 x 42 cm (folded).

Easy and smooth height adjustment 
to adjust the height of the spray 
system.

Basic data: LCLA
Battery Status indicator
System 12 V
Flow Pump 15 lit/min
Battery 12 Ah 12 Ah (2 pcs)
Battery running time apporx 2 hrs / 4000 m2

Dimensions
without tools

115 x 58 x 100 cm

Dimensions 
folded

85 x 58 x 42 cm

Weight
only machine

28 kg

Weight sprays tool 1,5 kg
Weight brush tool 3 kg
Weight mop tool 4,2 kg
Total weight, 
including all utilities

37 kg

To change or remove the tool, pull 
out the bolt´s on both sides and lift 
straight up simultaneously.

Simple and easy to fold, pull out the 
bolt and fold down handle.
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